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Introduction
The amount of sperm dumped into these mouth-whores may surprise you. Some have a hard time
closing their lips with so much splooge inside their cheeks. The sucking and fucking is all just a
drum-roll for that impressive moment when each of these pornstars demonstrates their own special
version of The Big Swallow!

Adult Review
Oral action is everywhere on this premium suck site. The Big Swallow features the kind of deep-throat, jawbreaker blowjob
techniques that separate the real pornstars from the pretenders. However, it isn't the sucking that makes this site worth
joining, it's the swallowing the really makes it special!
  
  Featuring 55 exclusive updates starring the top tier of porn performers, The Bog Swallow updates each week with new cum
hungry whores slurping and jerking their costars until the final moment when their mouths get loaded full of creamy white
man sauce! The camera never turns off until the pretty girl swallows and when she gulps down jizz you can be sure she is
careful to collect every drip and dribble of spew goo in her belly!
  
  Each scene comes with two photosets as well. One is low-res screen grabs from the video being presented and the other is a
series of high-res still from a professional photoshoot. This site has been around since 2005 so they take good care of dialup
members and new porn site buyers but they also have been upgrading their network with new goodies like Flash Streaming
for broadband users as well.
  
  The biggest problem with The Big Swallow is that the largest downloadable version of their movies is 480x360 format.
That's a bit smaller than DVD quality and it means if you watch them full-screen you'll end up with some blurring and
pixelation unfortunately. For a site with the word Big in its title TheTongue was hoping to see bigger movie formats than they
offered.
  
  The best part of this site is the unbelievably huge network of Included Sites you get with your monthly membership. You
get access to dozens of other websites featuring 1,506 exclusive movies network wide and another 1,663 nonexclusive bonus
movies as well. That's 1000s of hours of quality video waiting for you the moment you signup! 

Porn Summary
They take a deep breath as they sink down on their knees and open wide to catch a gigantic wave of semen. They need that
deep breath to sustain them as they struggle to complete The Big Swallow that so many men have cum to see!

Review Rating
The Tongue says 'How many gulps does it take them to get it all down?'
Quality: 86  Updates: 88 Exclusive: 87 Interface: 80
Support: 81 Unique: 79    Taste: 83        Final: 84

Porn Sites Included
Casting Couch Teens (86) ,Tinys Black Adventures (85) ,Big Cock Teen Addiction (85) ,Mr Big Dicks Hot Chicks (85) ,Please
Bang My Wife (84) ,Lesbian Teen Hunter (84) ,Bus Stop Whores (78) ,All Reality Pass (Preview) ,Coeds Need Cash
(Preview) ,I Spy Cameltoe (Preview) ,Giants Black Meat White Treat (Preview) ,College Teens Book Bang (Preview) ,Mr
Chews Asian Beaver (Preview) ,Pimp My Black Teen (Preview) ,Teeny Bopper Club (Preview) ,Panties AND Fannies
(Preview) ,Horny Spanish Flies (Preview) ,MILFs In Heat (Preview) ,Round Mound Of Ass (Preview) ,Barefoot Maniacs
(Preview) ,Blind Date Bangers (Preview) ,Big Tit Patrol (Preview) ,See Her Squirt (Preview) 
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Porn Niches
Cum Shots, Exclusive, Fetish, Oral, PornStars, Straight, Swallowing

Porn Site Review
Subscription: $29.98 Preview: 3 Days for $4.95 Billing Options: Credit Card, Other
Video & Picture: Weekly Download: Unlimited DRM: Not Used
Dial-Up: Optimized Pictures: Over 1,000 Videos: 55
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